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PAPERSTYLE BY NATURE

We believe that true beauty can be found in nature. And it is here, in the Nordic landscape we 
find our inspiration for the Paperstyle assortment. With handpicked materials in the highest 
quality, we offer both trendy and calm colours to choose from. We are convinced that you will 
find a notebook that will fit you perfectly within our collection, regardless if you will use it at 
home or for work.

In this digital day and age, we want to encourage handwriting. There are so many benefits 
with writing by hand! Not only is it relaxing, the art of handwriting is scientifically proven to 
help with learning and remembering, as well as evolving your language.

Welcome to the world of Paperstyle! 
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WE LOVE PAPER

Paperstyle was founded in Sweden in 1997 with the vision to offer high quality paper 
products with a timeless Scandinavian design. We care about, and find great inspiration for 
the colours of our products from nature. We value sustainability and quality and chose to 
collaborate only with partners who share these values. We have made a strategic decision to 
bind our books in Europe to keep the production as close as possible.

Paperstyle is a part of Concess Nordic AB, which is owned by Leuchtturm Gruppe, which is 
a family-owned company in third generation with great passion for paper, design, quality and 
details, a passion everyone in the company shares. 

The paper
The paper we have chosen for our notebooks is a Swedish high-quality paper that will keep its 
freshness for generations to come. The crème-coloured paper has a smooth surface which 
make writing a pleasurable experience. It is also proven to be relaxing for the eye and easier 
to read from. The recipe and thickness of the paper allow you to use fountain pens, ballpoint 
pens or pencil with excellent performance without bleeding through to the next page. The 
structure of the paper prevents the ink from feathering, something that suits everybody with 
high requirements. We wish you a happy writing experience and we guarantee that your notes 
and sketches will live for a very long time. 

The cover
The high-quality paper deserves an exclusive book linen cover with a nice texture and feel to 
it. Our notebooks are made for daily use to last for many years, as well as an interior design 
decoration. We take great care in finding the perfect book linen cover made in Europe, page 
marker and headband with colours inspired from nature but also from the trends we find in 
fashion, enjoy!

Sustainability
Our notebooks are developed with more than design and quality in mind. Our priority has 
always been to produce sustainable products with minimal impact on the environment. 

We choose to use paper from a Swedish paper mill that is one of the world’s most 
sustainable. Both the mill itself and the paper it produces are FSC® certified, which means 
that the forest is managed in a way that preserves biological diversity and promotes local 
people and workers. When production is finished the water used is so clean that you can 
drink it. The paper is also Cradle to Cradle Certified® at Bronze level. This is a global standard 
that guarantees that the paper produced can be part of an ongoing circular system. Hence, 
leftovers from production and the paper inside our notebooks can be used again as long as 
we recycle it correctly.

Our books are produced CO2 neutral in a bookbindery in Europe. This company is conscious 
in regards to sustainability, is FSC® certified and holds several other environmental 
certificates. They participate in many sustainability projects and choose to purchase only 
green electricity generated from renewable resources, invest in CO2 neutral machines, 
produce products with zero carbon footprint and plant trees for every incoming order.

We use only the finest book linen cover for our notebooks. Our European supplier pursue their 
business activities in a sustainable and responsible manner. They are committed to the UN 
Global Compact corporate responsibility initiative and its principles in the areas of human 
rights, labour, the environment, and anti-corruption. The company is FSC® certified and use 
only green electricity. 

The paperboard we use for all our books are made of 100% recycled paper. The boxes we use 
for shipping are made from 80% recycled paper and the filling material is made from 100% 
recycled material.

You are welcome to read more about our sustainability work at www.paperstyle.se
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THE FEATURES

Paperstyle - Swedish design made with Swedish high-quality paper. For those who love to 
write and sketch, often and a lot. The books are available in several natural colours.

We use purified, acid-free paper 
that lasts longer and preserves its 
whiteness. If a paper is not acid-free it 
may become yellow and more fragile 
over time.

Paperstyle is designed in Örebro, 
Sweden.

The high-quality paper comes from 
one of the cleanest paper mills in the 
world, situated on the west coast of 
Sweden.

Cradle to Cradle refers to an 
alternative model of product design 
where product materials are brought 
back to the “cradle” of the production 
process instead of being laid to rest in 
a “grave” in the ground.

FSC® stands for the Forest 
Stewardship Council®. This is a non-
profit agency that works to protect 
forests around the world. With this 
certification we ensure that the 
forests used in the production of the 
paper we use in our notebooks is 
environmentally sound.

Our notebooks are produced CO2 
neutrally at a carefully selected book 
bindery in Europe.

The notebook covers are made of 
natural, sustainable and carefully 
selected textile material with an 
impressive durability.

The exclusive and thick Swedish 
paper used in our notebooks suits up 
for a pleasurable writing experience.

Every book has a matching silk page 
marker to guide you to the right page.

All notebooks have been thread bound 
for long lasting use. 

Our books have headbands that 
match perfectly to the book cover.

An age resistant paper has a 
good ability to resist external 
circumstances, it will not break down 
over time.

Textile cover

Swedish paper

Swedish design

FSC® certified 
paper

Matching silk 
page marker

Cradle to Cradle 
Certified® Bronze 

paper

Matching  
headband

Paper grammage

Age resistant 
paper

Thread bound 
insert

Product footprint 
CO2 Neutral

Acid-free paper
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Bohus Granite Foggy Moss Oat Fields

Green Leaf Raspberry Sorbet

Thread Bound of Sweden

Foggy Moss, Oat Fields & Bohus Granite, all gentle nature-inspired colours carefully selected to 
complement Thread Bound of Sweden, notebooks created with great care for our environment. 

Welcome the fresh new notebooks Green Leaf & Raspberry Sorbet, 
colours chosen to brighten up and make you happy! We found 
our inspiration for the colours from our Swedish nature; imagine 
newly sprouted leaves in spring, that’s Green Leaf, or imagine sun-
warmed berries in summer, that’s Raspberry Sorbet.

New Colours in A5

NEWNEW
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NOTEBO OKS
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NOTEBOOK COLOURS
A4 

Classic 
A5 

Classic
A5 
Slim

A5 
Creative

192 pages 256 pages 128 pages
Numbered 
172 pages

Colours Ruled Plain Ruled Plain Ruled Plain Dotted

Black 44-1006 44-1021 45-1055 45-1041

Transparent Black 44-1213 45-1135 45-1136 45-1146 45-1147 45-1301

Graphite 44-1211 44-1237 45-1110

Dark Denim 44-1210 44-1236 45-1107 45-1108 45-1113 45-1114  

Denim 44-1209 44-1226 145-1010 145-1050 45-1078 45-1082 45-1302

Nature 44-1224 44-1235 45-1075 45-1092 45-1076 45-1080 45-1305

Misty Green 45-1111 45-1112 45-1115 45-1116 45-1306

Green Leaf 45-1150 45-1151 45-1152 45-1153

Green Meadow 44-1206 45-1089 45-1093

Khaki Green 44-1212 44-1238 45-1098 45-1099 45-1094 45-1097 45-1304

Brown Oak 45-1137 45-1138 45-1148 45-1149

Rough Linen 44-1214 44-1239 45-1127 45-1128 45-1142 45-1143 45-1307

Dusty Rose 45-1129 45-1130 45-1144 45-1145

Tea Rose 145-1013 145-1053 45-1083 45-1303

Raspberry Sorbet 44-1205 45-1050 45-1053 45-1154 45-1155

Red Twist 45-1117 45-1118 45-1140 45-1141

NEW NEWNEW NEW

NEW

NEW

NEW

NEW

NEW

NEW NEW

A5
Design Collection

120 perforated pages 176 pages

Colours Ruled Plain Design Ruled Plain Dotted

Fantasy 
Garden 45-1501 45-1504 Fantasy 

Garden 45-1401 45-1402 45-1403

Pink 
Flowers 45-1502 45-1505 Pink 

Flowers 45-1405

Pink 
Flowers 45-1503 45-1506

NEW

NEW

NEW

NEW

NEW

NEW
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NOTEBOOK RULINGS

Choose from three different rulings.

DOTTED
Dotted insert - for your creative freedom, 
dots with 5 mm spacing provide a guide 
for writing, drawing and creating tables. 
Perfect for bullet journaling.

Ruled insert - let the lines guide you who 
loves to write a lot. The space between 
the lines is 7 mm.

RULED

PLAIN
Plain insert - release your creative side 
with clear pages.
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A4 Classic

This Paperstyle notebook with 192 pages is excellent as a coffee table notebook or as an 
elegant desk notebook at the office. It comes in two different inserts, ruled or plain. Paper 
grammage 100 g/m2.

Size: 21,5 x 30,2 cm.

Available colours

Black

Transparent Black

Graphite

Nature

Dark Denim

Denim

Khaki Green

Green Meadow

Raspberry Sorbet

Rough Linen

See article numbers on page 14
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A5 256p

A5 Classic

This Paperstyle product with 256 pages is our classic notebook. The perfect choice when you 
like a thick notebook that will last long. It comes in two different inserts, ruled or plain. Paper 
grammage 100 g/m2.

Size: 15,4 x 21,5 cm

Available colours

Transparent Black

Graphite

Nature

Dark Denim

Denim

Khaki Green

Raspberry Sorbet

Red Twist

Tea Rose

Dusty Rose

Brown Oak

Misty Green

Rough Linen

See article numbers on page 14

Green Leaf
NEW
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A5 Slim

This Paperstyle notebook with 128 pages is our slim version, ideal if you want to carry it with 
you. Choose from two different inserts, ruled or plain. Paper grammage 100 g/m2.

Size: 15,4 x 21,5 cm

Available colours

Black Khaki Green

Misty Green

See article numbers on page 14

Green Meadow

Transparent Black

Raspberry Sorbet

Red Twist

Tea Rose

Dusty RoseNature

Brown Oak

Rough Linen

Green Leaf
NEW

Dark Denim

Denim

NEW

NEW

NEW
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A5 Dotted A5 Creative

This Paperstyle notebook with 176 pages comes with a dotted insert. Let the dots guide 
you and use them freely as ruled pages for writing, plain pages for sketching or get into the 
popular habit of bullet journaling. Paper grammage 100 g/m2.

Size: 15,4 x 21,5 cm

Transparent Black

Nature

Denim

Khaki Green Tea Rose

Misty Green Rough Linen

Available colours

See article numbers on page 14
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Foggy Moss, Oat Fields & Bohus Granite, all gentle nature-inspired colours carefully selected 
to complement Thread Bound of Sweden, notebooks created with great care for our 
environment. 

For Thread Bound of Sweden, we have chosen to use only the 
finest raw materials, providing a delightful writing experience. 
We selected a Swedish 100-gram FSC® and Cradle to Cradle 
certified paper from Munken, produced at one of the world’s 
cleanest paper mills. We bind Thread Bound of Sweden in a 
carefully selected bookbindery in Europe! The book lies flat and 
has perforated sheets that are easy to tear out. The rounded 
corners enhance the light, soft feel and also protect the book 
during use.

Available colours

Bohus Granite Foggy Moss Oat Fields

See article numbers on page 15

NEW
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This Paperstyle notebook with 176 pages is made for you who loves design, colours and 
patterns. Combine the design collection with other colours in our range for a nice variation 
of notebook styles. Available with ruled, plain and dotted inserts. Paper grammage 100 g/m2.

Size: 15,4 x 21,5 cm

Fantasy Garden

Pink Flowers

Design Collection

See article numbers on page 15
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YEAR DIARIES
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YEAR DIARY COLOURS

“Today is the first day of the rest of your life” is a phrase often used. Perhaps without thinking 
about the deeper meaning of the words. So, close your eyes for a second and dream away 
with a year diary of your choice.

 Use the diary to collect memories, experiences, thoughts, and dreams and let your daily 
notes become something valuable to look back on, long after the pages have been filled.

But why should you choose our year diaries and what is the benefit in writing down things 
that happens in your life?

Finding balance and stress-free moments during the day is something we all struggle with in 
different ways. As technology is ever-present and craves our attention many of us wish for a 
break. To be creative and to create with our hands. Writing by hand is a fantastic way to calm 
down an overwhelmed system and allow a moment of reflection.

In our year diaries, we’ve added that extra something to give you a writing experience beyond 
the ordinary. In addition to the space set aside for your daily notes, we have included several 
useful pages:

Your Year Plan
Bucket List
Your Goals
Anniversaries 

In our one year diary you will also find a mood tracker and an entry for your “Best of the Day” 
experience.

In the end of the book, we’ve added a few extra pages for additional notes. Write down your 
favourite quotes or something about a special event you want to remember. It’s your journey 
– and it starts here.

”Today is the first day of the rest of your life.”
FIVE 
YEAR 
DIARY

TIO
ÅRS
DAG
BOK

FEM
ÅRS
DAG
BOK

TRE
ÅRS
DAG
BOK

ETT
ÅRS
DAG
BOK

DAGBOK
365

Colours English edition Swedish edition Swedish edition

Transparent Black 45-7550 45-7508 45-7511 45-7519 45-7564

Dark Denim 45-7512

Denim 45-7551 45-7514 45-7517 45-7278 45-7560 45-7269

Nature 45-7515

Khaki Green 45-7553 45-7510 45-7516 45-7521 45-7561

Brown Oak 45-7523

Rough Linen 45-7563

Dusty Rose 45-7522 45-7562

Tea Rose 45-7552

Red Twist 45-7554 45-7509 45-7513 45-7520

Red 45-7221

Lizard Pearl White 45-7543

NEWNEW
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My Plan

“A goal without a plan is just a wish” is a 
common saying, and isn’t it true? Write down 
your plan for the time span of the diary – 
whether it is for one, three, five or ten years. 
Your plan can be big or small, personal or 
work related.

Tips and Ideas

We won’t tell you how to use the diary, but a 
few ideas along the way might be helpful. On 
these pages you will find useful tips to make 
the most of the plain pages ahead of you. 
Workout log, your baby’s first year or a travel 
book are just a few of the possible purposes 
of the book.

YEAR DIARY FEATURES

My Goals

Dive deeper into your strengths and 
weaknesses on this page. What are you 
grateful for? Are there any special goals that 
are more important than others to you? What 
are your strategies for reaching your goals? 
Revisit this page often if you want to follow 
up on your progress.

My Bucket List

We all have things we want to accomplish in 
life. Write down places you wish to travel to, 
challenges you want to overcome, or other 
things you dream to achieve. Check them off 
as you go by adding the date or a √ and feel 
mighty proud of yourself!
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Five year Diary

Do you need the five year diary but prefer it in English? Just like in the Swedish version, 
this diary has plenty of room for daily notes, your five year plan, the bucket list, your life 
goals and important anniversaries. Enjoy also our extra pages for additional notes. Paper 
grammage 90 g/m2.

Size: 15,4 x 21,5 cm

Transparent Black

Denim

Khaki GreenRed Twist

Tea Rose

Available colours

See article numbers on page 33
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10-årsdagbok

Consider our classic 10-year diary when you want to make short daily notes in a book that will 
last for a long time. Perfect if you want to remember what the weather was like, or compare 
other events over the years. Paper grammage 90 g/m2.

Size: 15,4 x 21,5 cm

Transparent Black

Denim

Khaki GreenRed Twist

Available colours

See article numbers on page 33

Swedish edition
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5-årsdagbok

This diary gives you twice as much writing space as the 10-year diary. Ideal for when you like to 
make longer notes and wish for a book that lasts for several years. Paper grammage 90 g/m2.

Size: 15,4 x 21,5 cm

Available colours

Transparent Black

Brown Oak

Nature

Dark Denim

Denim

Khaki Green Red Twist

Dusty Rose

See article numbers on page 33

Swedish edition

NEW
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3-årsdagbok

If you want to write more, but still have a book that lasts for more than one year, our 3-year 
diary is just right for you. With many lines for notes, you have plenty of room to write down 
both thoughts and events. Paper grammage 90 g/m2.

Size: 15,4 x 21,5 cm

Transparent Black

Denim

Khaki GreenRed Twist

Available colours

See article numbers on page 33

Swedish edition
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1-årsdagbok

Are you one of those people who always run out of lines in your regular diary? Then this is 
the book for you, with plenty of room for deep reflections and long descriptions of events 
you want to remember. Enjoy a whole page per day to fill with everything and more!

Every day includes a mood tracker, best of the day, and symbols helpful for observation of 
weather and daily temperatures. This 1-year diary is available in Swedish and come in five 
beautiful colours. Paper grammage 90 g/m2.

Size: 15,4 x 21,5 cm

Transparent Black

Denim

Khaki Green

Available colours

See article numbers on page 33

Dusty Rose

Rough Linen

Swedish edition
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Dagbok 365

Are you looking for a diary that’s easy to store 
and bring along on your daily adventures? Our 
Dagbok 365 is made in the handy format 15 
x 15 cm and provides you with a whole page 
each day for notes. We’ve also made daily 
space for birthdays and mood- and weather 
trackers. Paper grammage 90 g/m2.

Size: 15 x 15 cm

Denim Red

Available colours

See article numbers on page 33

Lizard Pearl White

Swedish edition
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EVENT EDITION
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Classic Heart Wedding Gästbok
Till 

Minne
Gästbok
Classic

Colours Swedish edition Swedish edition Swedish edition

Transparent Black 45-1123 45-1122 45-1131 44-1081

Denim 45-1124 45-1088

Khaki Green 45-1106 45-1121  

Rough Linen 45-1125 45-1139 45-1132

Dusty Rose 45-1134

Raspberry Sorbet 44-1078

Red 44-1072

Vintage Brown
Leather Look 44-1083

Nature 45-1104 45-1120 44-1082

Off White 45-1126 45-1095 45-1133

EVENT EDITION COLOURS

The notebooks in our event edition are for special moments, which is the reason why we have 
chosen an exclusive Swedish 150-gram paper for this range. This gives you the freedom to 
choose exactly how you wish to decorate the pages as the paper is thick enough even for 
adding photos or clippings. Use your book to make sketches or whatever purpose that fits 
your mood.

96 plain pages.
Swedish design.
Swedish 150-gram acid-free and age resistant high-quality paper 
(for more detailed information please see pages 6-8).
The thick quality of the paper prevents the writing and sketches to 
bleed through and will not be visible to the other side of the sheet.
The insert is thread bound for great durability. 
A nice page marker helps you find the right page. 
Handy size of 185 x 185 mm.

NEW

NEW
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Classic Classic

This is the right choice when you want a natural book without embossing on the front cover 
for your very special moments.

96 plain pages.
Swedish design.
Swedish 150-gram acid-free and age resistant high-quality paper 
(for more detailed information please see pages 6-8).
The thick quality of the paper prevents the writing and sketches to 
bleed through and will not be visible to the other side of the sheet.
The insert is thread bound for great durability. 
A nice page marker helps you find the right page. 
Handy size of 185 x 185 mm.

Available colours

Transparent Black Nature

Denim

Khaki Green

Rough Linen Off White
NEW

See article numbers on page 50
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Heart

Our Heart collection is just perfect for weddings, baptisms, baby showers, memory books or 
as a guest book, the choice is yours!

96 plain pages.
Swedish design.
Swedish 150-gram acid-free and age resistant high-quality paper 
(for more detailed information please see pages 6-8).
The thick quality of the paper prevents the writing and sketches to 
bleed through and will not be visible to the other side of the sheet.
The insert is thread bound for great durability. 
A nice page marker helps you find the right page. 
Handy size of 185 x 185 mm.

Available colours

Transparent Black

Denim

Off White Dusty Rose

See article numbers on page 50
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Wedding

A wedding is a very special day for the bride and groom, a day you would like to remember 
every moment of, forever. Savor the occasion by letting your guests share their thoughts and 
love in a guest book and allow the memories to remain through their words and well-wishes. 
Some might even share their tips on the equation of a long and happy marriage! Let the 
wedding guests photograph themselves and enclose their pictures in your guest book and it 
will surely be a fun and happy memory to look back on.

96 plain pages.
Swedish design.
Swedish 150-gram acid-free and age resistant high-quality paper 
(for more detailed information please see pages 6-8).
The thick quality of the paper prevents the writing and sketches to 
bleed through and will not be visible to the other side of the sheet.
The insert is thread bound for great durability. 
A nice page marker helps you find the right page. 
Handy size of 185 x 185 mm.

Available colours

Off White

See article numbers on page 50
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Gästbok

This guest book in the elegant square format is lovely when your guests want to leave you a 
friendly greeting. On the front cover is an exquisite gold embossing that enhances the feeling 
of luxury.

96 plain pages.
Swedish design.
Swedish 150-gram acid-free and age resistant high-quality paper 
(for more detailed information please see pages 6-8).
The thick quality of the paper prevents the writing and sketches to 
bleed through and will not be visible to the other side of the sheet.
The insert is thread bound for great durability. 
A nice page marker helps you find the right page. 
Handy size of 185 x 185 mm.

Available colours

Nature Khaki Green

See article numbers on page 50

Swedish edition

Rough Linen
NEW
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Gjestebok Hyttebok Gaestebog Vieraskirja
Colours Norwegian edition Norwegian edition Danish edition Finnish edition

Transparent Black 45-11231

Denim 45-11244

Khaki Green 45-11065 45-11064 45-11061 45-11063

Rough Linen 45-11255 45-11254 45-11251

Nature 45-11043

Guest book

This guest book in the elegant square format is lovely when your guests want to leave you a 
friendly greeting. On the front cover is an exquisite gold embossing that enhances the feeling 
of luxury.

96 plain pages.
Swedish design.
Swedish 150-gram acid-free and age resistant high-quality paper 
(for more detailed information please see pages 6-8).
The thick quality of the paper prevents the writing and sketches 
to bleed through and will not be visible to the other side of the 
sheet.
The insert is thread bound for great durability. 
A nice page marker helps you find the right page. 
Handy size of 185 x 185 mm.

Nordic edition
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Till Minne

A beautiful memory book to write down a last greeting, a dear memory or a personal note 
about the deceased. The book also allows you to enclose pictures, clippings, the obituary or 
other nice keepsakes.

96 plain pages.
Swedish design.
Swedish 150-gram acid-free and age resistant high-quality paper 
(for more detailed information please see pages 6-8).
The thick quality of the paper prevents the writing and sketches to 
bleed through and will not be visible to the other side of the sheet.
The insert is thread bound for great durability. 
A nice page marker helps you find the right page. 
Handy size of 185 x 185 mm.

Available colours

Transparent Black Rough Linen

See article numbers on page 50

Swedish edition
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Klassisk Gästbok

In our classic guest book, you can collect great memories and greetings from festive dinners, 
weddings, celebrations, or other occasions shared with family and friends. No memories are 
too small or too grand to be remembered.

96 plain pages.
Swedish design.
Swedish 150-gram acid-free and age resistant high-quality paper 
(for more detailed information please see pages 6-8).
The thick quality of the paper prevents the writing and sketches to 
bleed through and will not be visible to the other side of the sheet.
The insert is thread bound for great durability. 
A nice page marker helps you find the right page. 
Size 170 x 240 mm.

Available colours

Transparent Black

Nature

Vintage Brown
Leather Look

Raspberry Sorbet

Red

See article numbers on page 50

Swedish edition
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PLANNERS
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Birthday Calendar

How many times have you forgot your best friend’s birthday or your own wedding 
anniversary? Write down these special dates in our lovely birthday calendar, make sure you 
save it over the years, and you will never have to be embarrassed for forgetting someone or 
something dear to you again.

Swedish design.
Size 120 x 300 mm.
140 gram matted high-quality and age resistant paper. This gives you the freedom to 
write with any kind of pen.
Produced at a carefully selected bookbindery in Europe.
Runs from January to December.

Birthday Calendar (202-0027)

Paperstyle Planners

To see our full range of planners, visit paperstyle.se.
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CUSTOMISATION
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Make It Yours

Enhance your brand with customized notebooks and calendars from the broad Paperstyle 
collection. Optimal for business events, work anniversaries or as a corporate gift. See all 
colours, sizes and details in this catalogue or on Paperstyle.se. 

 
Choose from the following options:

Blind embossing - your logo is modified to a stamp which is pressed down into the 
cover leaving a three-dimensional elegant effect.

Coloured foil embossing - just like the blind embossing your logo is transformed into 
a stamp which is pressed down into the cover with a foil of your choice. The foil is 
heated and applied to the book.

Promotional pages - individually designed pages that is pasted into the book. You can 
choose between 1- or 4-coloured prints.

You can be sure your gift will be appreciated and used for a long period of time. If your 
company value quality and care about sustainability as much as we do, our Paperstyle 
products will suit you perfectly.

We have long experience of working with customized books and will be happy to help you 
further.

If you can’t find exactly what you are looking for, we can design a special collection just for you.

Are you looking for larger volumes of customized products for your company? We have a wide 
contact network and will be happy to assist you with production both in Europe and Asia. 

Welcome with your request!

Please contact us if you have any questions.

Ph: +46 19 20 84 84  |  info@concess.se
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